1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-21-02362}
===============

Longstanding principles to the nature of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are that they are strictly multipotent and able to self-renew. HSCs sustain these behaviours by residing in supportive niches in the bone marrow, as first outlined in Schofield's stem cell niche model in 1978. Schofield also proposed that if the progeny of HSCs are unable to occupy a stem cell niche "they proliferate and mature to acquire a high probability of differentiation" \[[@B1-ijms-21-02362]\]. The cell types that HSCs associate with has been the subject of extensive investigation and they include both nonhematopoietic cells, e.g., perivascular mesenchymal stem and endothelia cells, and hematopoietic cells, e.g., megakaryocytes, macrophages and regulatory T cells \[[@B2-ijms-21-02362]\]. They provide the cell-bound and secreted factors that regulate various aspects of the behaviour of HSCs. For example, stem cell factor (SCF), which binds to the receptor tyrosine kinase c-Kit on HSCs, plays a role in HSC localising within the endosteal marrow region \[[@B3-ijms-21-02362],[@B4-ijms-21-02362]\]. SCF also promotes HSC survival, proliferation and self-renewal \[[@B5-ijms-21-02362],[@B6-ijms-21-02362]\].

The Schofield model still very much underpins hematopoiesis and the progeny of HSCs, termed hematopoietic progenitors cells (HPCs), are decision-making in terms of choosing a pathway(s) of development to follow towards a mature cell type. They are also the compartment that undergoes cell expansion which occurs to generate the large number of mature cells required from HSCs. However, recent findings contradict the notion that HSCs are a homogeneous population of pluripotent cells. This review examines the extent to which there are subpopulations of HSCs that express cytokine receptors that have a lineage(s) specific role and with a particular lineage bias as revealed by transplantation studies. New findings move the adoption of just one cell lineage to the HSC stage of development, as opposed to the level of downstream HPCs. The continuum model for hematopoiesis, proposed by Brown and colleagues, envisages HSCs choosing directly from the entire range of hematopoietic cell fates and then developing along this pathway \[[@B7-ijms-21-02362],[@B8-ijms-21-02362]\]. Decision-making at the level of HSCs and the fact that these cells reside in a specialised niche(s) also raises an interesting question regarding the instructive role of the niches in HSCs affiliating to a developmental pathway.

2. The Selective Expression of Cytokine Receptors by Hematopoietic Stem Cells {#sec2-ijms-21-02362}
=============================================================================

The action of hematopoietic cytokines regarding cell survival and proliferation is permissive because the cytokine is a selection factor that allows a cell to survive and proliferate. From the discovery of hematopoietic cytokines, we have known that the following cytokines have permissive lineage(s) specific roles. Macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) supports the development of macrophages and dendritic cells \[[@B9-ijms-21-02362]\]; erythropoietin (Epo) the survival and proliferation of erythroid progenitor cells \[[@B10-ijms-21-02362]\]; granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) supports granulocyte precursors \[[@B11-ijms-21-02362],[@B12-ijms-21-02362]\]; and granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) supports the precursors of granulocytes and macrophages \[[@B13-ijms-21-02362]\]. Thrombopoietin (Tpo) is important to megakaryocyte and platelet production \[[@B14-ijms-21-02362]\]. Cell surface expression of the fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (Flt3), for Flt3 ligand, delineates progenitors of lymphoid and myeloid cells from those developing towards megakaryocytes and erythrocytes \[[@B15-ijms-21-02362]\].

Murine HSCs can be FACS sorted into long-term reconstituting HSC (LT-HSC, Lineage-ve, Sca-1+ve, c-Kit+ve (LSK) CD150+ve CD48-ve CD34-ve) or short-term reconstituting (ST-HSC, LSK CD150+ve CD48-ve CD34+ve) based on their expression of CD34 \[[@B16-ijms-21-02362]\]. Both LT-HSCs and ST-HSCs express cytokine receptors in addition to c-Kit ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-02362-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Mooney and colleagues observed that 13% of LT-HSC and 20% of ST-HSC expressed mRNA for the receptor for erythropoietin (EpoR), as examined by the qRT-PCR assay \[[@B15-ijms-21-02362]\]. Whilst the lack of an antibody precluded the analysis of EpoR protein at the cell surface, early studies showed expression of EpoR protein at the surface of human HSCs, as measured using biotinylated recombinant Epo followed by a streptavidin conjugate \[[@B17-ijms-21-02362]\]. Murine fetal B-cell/myeloid HPCs and adult HSCs express the receptor for macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSFR) \[[@B18-ijms-21-02362],[@B19-ijms-21-02362]\]. Nineteen percent of adult ST-HSC and 23% of ST-HSC express the M-CSFR at their cell surface, though very few of these cells (1% and 2%, respectively) expressed mRNA for the M-CSFR \[[@B15-ijms-21-02362]\]. Other researchers have also reported that very few HSCs express this mRNA \[[@B19-ijms-21-02362]\], and perhaps cells rarely transcribe the gene. Five percent of LT-HSCs and 8% of ST-HSCs express Flt3 at their cell surface.

Tpo chiefly regulates the production of megakaryocytes as this cytokine acts as a meagakaryocyte-colony stimulating and maturation factor. In addition to Tpo having this lineage specific role, murine HSCs (LSK CD34-ve Flt3-ve) express a high level of mRNA encoding the Tpo receptor (TpoR). From studies that used a chimeric construct encoding the extracellular domain of the TpoR and the cytoplasmic domain of the receptor for G-CSF to replace the TpoR gene, Stoffel and colleague argued that Tpo and G-CSF have a permissive role in HSC fate decision-making \[[@B20-ijms-21-02362]\]. TpoR expression is downregulated in the more mature LSK cell population, that is CD34+ve and Flt3+ve \[[@B21-ijms-21-02362]\], and investigators have proposed two opposing roles for Tpo: that are to expand HSCs during times of crisis and to maintain HSC quiescence \[[@B22-ijms-21-02362]\]. LT-HSCs closely associate with Tpo-producing osteoblasts in niches in the bone marrow and niche signals may balance the two roles \[[@B23-ijms-21-02362]\].

Transplantable murine HSCs express the receptor for G-CSF because G-CSF, as used with cyclophosphamide, mobilises HSCs from the bone marrow and causes them to proliferate prior to mobilisation \[[@B24-ijms-21-02362]\]. Kondo and colleagues have shown that primitive murine HSCs expressed the receptor for GM-CSF at low to moderate levels and this receptor is absent on lymphoid progenitors \[[@B25-ijms-21-02362]\].

The level of expression of the lineage-affiliated cytokine receptors at the surface of LT-HSCs and ST-HSCs, as measured by antibody labelling and FACS, is very low. We might therefore view the expression of the receptors as 'primed'. Despite the limitation of a low level of expression, co-expression of mRNAs encoding Flt3 and EpoR rarely occurred, and in only two out of 139 single ST-HSCs analysed. Flt3 and M-CSFR co-expression occurred at the surface of a very small but significant fraction of LT-HSCs (1%) and ST-HSCs (3%) \[[@B15-ijms-21-02362],[@B26-ijms-21-02362]\]. Presently, we have a somewhat incomplete picture of the cytokines that are important to lineage determination and limited information about the HSC co-expression of the above receptors. However, all of the receptors are regulated differentially following transition of HSCs to HPCs, and, for example, myeloid/lymphoid progenitors express Flt3 whereas progenitors developing towards megakaryocytes and erythrocytes do not \[[@B15-ijms-21-02362]\]. A finding that is highly germane to the instructive action of M-CSF and G-CSF, particularly as 'primed' cells might have various options, is the fact that the expression of the receptors for these cytokines is positively autoregulated by cytokine binding. M-CSF binding to its receptor leads to expression of the transcription factor PU.1 that, in turn, upregulates M-CSFR expression. G-CSF receptor signalling increases the expression of the transcription factor C/EBPα that upregulates expression of the G-CSFR and that of the GM-CSFR (as reviewed in \[[@B8-ijms-21-02362]\]). It is therefore possible that the presence of cytokine upregulates expression of the M-CSFR and the G-CSFR by LT-HSCs and ST-HSCs.

Commensurate with the lineage-affiliation of HSCs by virtue of cytokine receptor expression is that various approaches have revealed platelet-biased HSCs. The CD41 surface antigen (alpha11b intergrin, platelet GPIIb) is largely restricted to megakaryocytes, and Yamamoto and colleagues identified murine HSC that express CD41 at their cell surface that are repopulation-competent. They concluded that megakaryocyte lineage commitment occurs at the level of HSCs through a distinct pathway \[[@B27-ijms-21-02362]\]. Murine HSCs that express a high level of c-Kit at their cell surface exhibited an intrinsic megakaryocytic lineage bias. As to their colony-forming ability in vitro, they produced higher frequencies of precursors with megakaryocyte potential, including committed megakaryocyte and pre-megakaryocyte/erythroid progenitors. When transplanted into mice, the c-Kit^high^ HSCs produced more megakaryocytes and platelets than c-Kit^low^ HSCs \[[@B28-ijms-21-02362]\]. Around 60% of murine LT-HSC (LSK CD150+ve CD48-ve CD34-ve) express the megakaryocyte-affiliated von Willebrand factor and give rise to platelet- or platelet/myeloid-biased reconstitution when transplanted as single cells into irradiated mice \[[@B29-ijms-21-02362]\].

3. The Instructive Action of Hematopoietic Cytokines {#sec3-ijms-21-02362}
====================================================

Recent findings have revealed that Epo, M-CSF, G-CSF and GM-CSF are instructive ([Figure 1](#ijms-21-02362-f001){ref-type="fig"}) and induce a signalling cascade and/or activate a genetic programme to commit HSCs and/or HPCs to adopting just one cell lineage. For these studies, investigators used HSCs and multi- and bipotent HPCs. There is still the need for more information from studies of 'true' HSCs, and regarding whether the instructive cytokines are able divert the end-cell option of biased HSCs (see above). Whilst the role of hematopoietic cytokines in determining a cell's lineage remains controversial, there is good evidence to support an instructive role.

Grover and colleagues showed that Epo guides HSCs and multipotent HPCs towards an erythroid fate \[[@B30-ijms-21-02362]\]. The investigators used a CMV-based Epo expression vector to increase the systemic level of Epo in mice to a level comparable to that observed in anemic patients. They plated bone marrow Lin-ve Sca1-ve c-Kit+ve cells, which contained myeloid/erythroid progenitors, in conditions to allow both myeloid and erythroid differentiation, and there was an increase in the proportion of erythroid colonies. LSK Flt3-ve cells belong to the HSCs/multipotent HPCs compartment and gene profiling of these cells post-exposure to Epo in vivo showed that erythroid commitment-associated genes were upregulated and megakaryocyte commitment- and granulocyte/macrophage commitment-associated genes were downregulation and there was no change to the size of the cell compartment. Epo had therefore altered the lineage programme of HSCs/multipotent HPCs. Treating LSK CD150+ve Flt3-ve cells with Epo in vitro led to the same alteration to the pattern of gene regulation. In support of skewing of the lineage potentials of these cells is the fact that transplantation of Epo-exposed HSCs/multipotent HPCs into sublethally irradiated mice generated higher numbers of erythrocytes and fewer myeloid cells. The overall findings are commensurate with an instructive effect of Epo that Gover and colleagues described as an "erythroid superhighway" stretching from HSCs via multipotent HPCs to the erythroid compartment.

As early as 1982, Metcalf and Burgess showed that M-CSF and GM-CSF respectively instruct macrophage and granulocyte fates within granulocyte/macrophage progenitor cells. In their experiments to reveal instruction they cultured each of the daughter cells of mouse granulocye-macrophage colony forming cells in either M-CSF or GM-CSF \[[@B31-ijms-21-02362]\]. Until quite recently, it seems that the field paid little attention to the demonstration, by means of a clonal analysis, that M-CSF and GM-CSF are instructive, at least for bipotent progenitors. In 2009, Reiger and colleagues provided more evidence to support the view that M-CSF instructs mouse granulocyte/macrophage progenitors to adopt a macrophage fate and showed that G-CSF instructs granulocyte fate \[[@B32-ijms-21-02362]\]. They used bioimaging approaches to follow granulocyte-macrophage progenitor cells and the development of all their progeny into macrophage- or granulocyte-committed cells when cultured in the presence of only M-CSF or G-SCF. Reiger and colleagues observed that M- and G-CSF instructed at least 65% and 34% of bipotent cells to differentiate into the M and G lineage, respectively. As above, HSCs can choose a fate and within the cell population studied there were cells that were already committed to a fate, estimated at 23% and 53% macrophage and granulocyte unilineage-restricted progenitors, respectively. To extend the instructive action of M-CSF to HSCs, Mossadegh-Keller and colleagues showed that M-CSF directly induces the master myeloid regulator PU.1 in single HSCs, that in turn, instructs myeloid lineage fate. Single-cell gene video imaging and expression analysis confirmed activation of the PU.1 promoter and an increased number of PU.1+ve cells with a myeloid signature post-treatment of highly purified HSCs with M-CSF in culture. Here, we see a direct action of a cytokine instructing a change of identity \[[@B19-ijms-21-02362]\]. As revealed from studies of Flt3L transgenic mice, the instructive action of Flt3L diverts murine LSK cells towards myeloid/lymphoid development and suppresses the generation of megakaryocyte and erythroid progenitors. Very high levels of exposure of mice to Flt3L also led to the development of anemia together with reduced platelet numbers. A rapid drop in the number of the earliest erythroid progenitors was in keeping with a direct instructive and negative role on this pathway \[[@B33-ijms-21-02362]\]. As above, the level of Epo used to instruct lineage fate was also high.

4. HSC Commitment to Differentiation and Finding a New Niche {#sec4-ijms-21-02362}
============================================================

Some hematopoietic cytokines act on HSCs and HPCs in a permissive manner to control survival and proliferation and in an instructive manner to govern lineage fate. As illustrated by the action of Flt3 ligand, the concentration of the cytokine and therefore the strength of signal received by the cell are important. The level of FLt3 ligand that was required to drive cells towards a lymphoid/myeloid fate substantially exceeded the level experienced by cells under steady-state conditions \[[@B33-ijms-21-02362]\]. However and under stress and emergency conditions, for example inflammation, infection, bleeding or injury, cytokine levels do increase dramatically, which may divert developing cells towards a particular lineage to increase the production of an end cell type.

Concentration is important because, in addition to pro-survival, pro-proliferation and lineage instructive actions, some hematopoietic cytokines are chemotactic factors whereby a gradient is paramount. SCF is a chemoattractant for HPCs \[[@B6-ijms-21-02362]\]. HPCs are able to sense a gradient of SCF as revealed from studies by Colmore and colleagues using a severe combined immunodeficiency mouse xenograft model of human HPCs (CD34+ve cells from cord and peripheral blood) and Nalm-6 pre-B acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells. These leukemia cells created abnormal bone marrow niches and the human HPCs honed into the malignant vascular niches. The malignant niches also competed for HPCs previously established in normal bone marrow niches. SCF secreted by the engrafted Nalm-6 cells was responsible for the cell migration towards the malignant niches and the sequestering HPCs \[[@B34-ijms-21-02362]\].

Like HSCs, HPCs reside in particular niches where adjacent stromal and mesenchymal cells provide maintenance factors and factors that can change the behaviour of resident cells. Investigators described the niches for erythropoiesis, termed erythroblastic islands, more than 50 years ago from the analysis of transmission electron micrographs of bone marrow \[[@B35-ijms-21-02362]\]. These niches are specialised, providing Epo to complete an autonomous and terminal-erythroid differentiation program. Additionally, restricted HPCs and erythropoiesis requires SCF from bone marrow stromal cells that are leptin receptor positive, whereas HSCs require SCF from endothelial cells. In keeping, erythroid progenitors localise adjacent to perisinusoidal leptin receptor positive cells \[[@B36-ijms-21-02362]\]. Perhaps HSCs that are primed by virtue of expression of the EpoR, and destined for erythropoiesis, need to find an appropriate niche. We know that Epo is a chemoattractant that increases the migration of mesenchymal stem cells \[[@B37-ijms-21-02362]\], endothelial cells \[[@B38-ijms-21-02362]\] and human neuroblastoma cells \[[@B39-ijms-21-02362]\]. Examination of whether Epo can also guide the migration of EpoR+ve HSCs/HPCs within bone marrow would be technically very demanding and therefore we can only speculate whether Epo has such a role.

GM-CSF is a powerful chemoattractant for cells bearing the receptor as shown by Gomez-Cambronero and colleagues for human neutrophils, peripheral blood monocytes and the HL60 promyeloid and myeloproliferative disorder (MPD) cell lines following induction of differentiation towards neutrophils. All these cells express the GM-CSFR, and peripheral blood lymphocytes that do not express GM-CSFR did not respond to the cytokine \[[@B40-ijms-21-02362]\]. Other authors have shown that GM-CSF is a chemoattractant for endothelial \[[@B41-ijms-21-02362]\] and mesenchymal cells \[[@B42-ijms-21-02362]\]. GM-CSFR-bearing cells respond in a chemotactic manner to GM-CSF, and therefore we might expect GM-CSFR+ve HSCs and HPCs to do so. Similarly, M-CSF is chemotactic for cells that have M-CSFR including osteoclasts \[[@B43-ijms-21-02362]\], monocytes \[[@B44-ijms-21-02362]\], macrophages \[[@B45-ijms-21-02362]\] and myeloid progenitor cells (32D) transfected with the M-CSFR \[[@B46-ijms-21-02362]\]. M-CSF also influences the migration through tissues of trophoblastic cells \[[@B47-ijms-21-02362]\] and that of some M-CSFR-expressing breast cancer cells \[[@B48-ijms-21-02362]\]. From the findings from some quite early studies, we can add chemotaxis to the actions of GM-CSF and M-CSF, which might have an important bearing on the instructive roles of these cytokines.

5. Natural Variation within Hematopoietic Stem Cells {#sec5-ijms-21-02362}
====================================================

Quite simply, all HSCs, and other cells within a given population, are not the same, as seen for HSCs from surface marker analyses and different developmental propensities. A more detailed analysis of early progenitors with lymphoid and myeloid potential (EPLM) overturned efforts to ring-fence cells as a homogenous population by the use of a large panel of cell surface markers. Single cell sequencing provides a much higher resolution of different cell states than mapping by surface marker analysis, or by examining the ultimate fate of cells in vitro or in vivo. Alberti-Servera and colleagues examined the signatures of a primitive subpopulation of EPLM, lacking expression of the markers Ly6D, SiglecH and CD11c, by RNA sequencing of single cells and observed that they are really a mixture of cells with either myeloid, dendritic cell or lymphoid signatures \[[@B49-ijms-21-02362]\]. Lineage tracing from the transcriptional landscapes of cells within DNA barcoded HPC clones has revealed lineage priming within early progenitors and that monocytes differentiate via multiple trajectories. Weinreb and colleagues used coloured outlines to circumscribe probable regions of fate progression with cell potentials located on a continuous transcriptional landscape, rather than drawing lines to prescribe preferred pathways \[[@B50-ijms-21-02362]\]. From the analysis of mRNA expression data for single HSCs and HPCs, Nestora and colleagues also arrived at the conclusion that the trajectories of developing cells are broad and cells can veer towards an alternative pathway(s) \[[@B51-ijms-21-02362]\]. A report that explained stem cell behaviour using a computer stimulation supports this point of view \[[@B52-ijms-21-02362]\].

There is therefore natural variation within HSCs that is inevitable because the chemical reactions within a cell are random in their nature. There is inherent random noise/variation in the level of expression of genes \[[@B53-ijms-21-02362]\] and an inherent dynamic variation in the DNA methylation patterns across DNA and/or activating and repressive histones modifications that engrave the status of chromatin \[[@B54-ijms-21-02362]\]. As to the underlying importance of the chromatin structure, noise in the distribution of levels of mRNA (known as translational noise) within a population of cells intriguingly correlates with the three-dimensional organisation of nuclear domains \[[@B55-ijms-21-02362]\]. SATB1 is involved in the three-dimensional organization of nuclear domains and variable levels regulate HSC heterogeneity regarding distinct lineage fates \[[@B56-ijms-21-02362]\]. In 2008, Chang and colleagues brought to attention the fact that the cell-to-cell variability of clonal populations of mouse HPCs is a manifestation of 'gene expression noise'. They concluded that transcriptome-wide noise controls lineage choice in HPCs \[[@B57-ijms-21-02362]\]. Moreover, autonomous fluctuations seem to prime these cells before they receive environmental signals.

The above events most likely underpin cell variation and the differences extend to the expression of cytokine receptors, providing a means for cells to adapt their behaviour. The 'success' of a cell in contributing to an organism as a whole might well relate to its inherent capacity to adapt to another environment to keep pace with changing environmental conditions. Coexpression of the receptor for SCF and a lineage-affiliated receptor(s) should provide a survival advantage to HSCs and HPCs if, for example, the supply of SCF becomes scare. Adaptability might also include the rewiring of the lineage fate of HSCs and HPCs to guide them towards a new identity so that the supply of different cell types meets the overall societal requirements of an organism.

6. A Natural Selection Model of Hematopoiesis {#sec6-ijms-21-02362}
=============================================

Findings, both recent and longstanding, that lead towards a new understanding of the fates of HSCs are that some are affiliated to just one cell lineage, some hematopoietic cytokines instruct lineage fate and the environment HSCs and HPCs reside in supports their development. From these three premises, we might propose a natural selection/Darwinist model of hematopoiesis ([Figure 2](#ijms-21-02362-f002){ref-type="fig"}). In the first instance, HSCs chooses directly, whether randomly or in an ordered manner, from all of the available fates and are primed towards a cell lineage(s) by virtue of a low level of expression of the receptor for a lineage-affiliated cytokine(s), for example, M-CSF. The then lineage-affiliated/biased cell undergoes development by 'finding' an appropriate niche to do so. The niche might attract the cell via the chemoattractant action of a cytokine(s)---other than for SCF and HSCs this is largely untested. The provision of the lineage-affiliated cytokine within the niche, for example M-CSF, then positively autoregulates expression of the receptor, and in doing so enforces development along the 'chosen' pathway. However, Ceredig and I have argued that HSCs and HPCs are versatile and retain the ability to move along a pathway that is different from the one chosen initially \[[@B8-ijms-21-02362]\]. Regarding the dynamism of these cells, a recent review agrees with this notion presenting a view of hematopoietic cell biology from different viewpoints, including dynamic physics and the social network theory \[[@B58-ijms-21-02362]\]. If the niches enforce the fate of a cell, they might accommodate versatility by means of a capacity to present various cytokines pending their availability. In this scenario, the output of the balance of the mature cell types generated is a combination of HSCs veering first towards just one pathway, though still able to 'change their mind', and the mosaic within the bone marrow of the different cytokine-enriched niches that enforce and support developmental progression.

That bone marrow niches are important the survival and proliferation of HSCs and HPCs in a permissive manner is a longstanding principle. We now view some cytokines as instructive, and it is highly likely that stromal, epithelial or mesenchymal cells present them to developing cells rather than that they are soluble molecules. That environment domains/niches are zones that govern lineage fate is by no means original. A precedent is from the elegant studies of how plant cells make a fate choice, and most of the knowledge comes from studies of *Arabidopsis*. Plants have stem cells, their three-dimensional cell patterning is simple and clear and the dominance of position-dependent cell-fate commitment is widely accepted. The later leaves of *Arabidopsis* have epidermal hairs (trichomes) just at the tip, and a wave that forms at the tip and that moves towards the base of the developing leaf defines the pattern, and the timing of, epidermal hair formation. Each epidermal leaf cell has the probability of differentiating into epidermal hairs and a steroid-inducible regulator defines a zone of cell-fate decision-making. Individual cells enter a zone from the base and exit towards the tip of the leaf, and they can no longer adopt a trichome fate once they have left the zone in which decision-making occurs \[[@B59-ijms-21-02362]\]. Similarly, conversion of cells from an epidermis to a cortex fate occurs in the roots of *Arabidopsis* with positional information reprograming the initial cell identity \[[@B60-ijms-21-02362]\]. Abandonment of a zonal aspect to cell fate decision-making by mammals seems unlikely, and, of course, we know that HSCs residence in a particular niche is very important to the choice between self-renewal versus differentiation.

7. Concluding Remarks {#sec7-ijms-21-02362}
=====================

Since the 1980s, describing the conduct of hematopoiesis focused somewhat on drawing treelike maps to prescribe the routes that the progeny of pluripotent HSCs invariably follow to give rise to each type of end-cell. There are many different maps showing the stepwise progression of HSCs via intermediate oligo-potent and ultimately bipotent progenitors. Perhaps the need to put lines on a diagram of the architecture of hematopoiesis no longer exists because we now know that HSCs are a heterogeneous population of cells with some cells affiliated directly to just one cell lineage \[[@B7-ijms-21-02362],[@B8-ijms-21-02362]\]. Even when they have 'chosen' a pathway, HSCs and HPCs can still change their mind to adopt another lineage. There are 'influences' on cell fate that are not detectable by single-cell RNA sequencing, and the environment a cell resides in, that in turn, modulates the epigenetic landscape \[[@B61-ijms-21-02362]\], has a prominent role in cell fate decision-making. For some hematopoietic cytokines, there appears to be a resolution to the debate about a permissive (for survival and proliferation) versus an instructive (for lineage fate) action because new findings have shown that some cytokines have both roles. Lineage-affiliated HSCs need to expand to replenish mature cells and perhaps a low receptor signal-strength provokes their proliferation and a much high signal-strength is required to guarantee diversion towards a pathway, as seen for Flt3L and Epo. Some of the instructive cytokines are also chemoattractants. Bone marrow is a solid and dynamic tissue and therefore cell migration is important. The environment that cells migrate through is complex, to the extent that cells can even convert mechanical cues, such as stiffness, into biochemical signals that affect the ability to self-renew, differentiate and ensure cell-type commitment \[[@B62-ijms-21-02362]\]. We still do not know how HSCs selectively express lineage-affiliated cytokine receptors in the first instance, nor whether individual cells are able to prime a range of fate options simultaneously or do so one at a time. In summary, providing an understanding of the process of HSC decision-making is much more complex than drawing treelike maps to dictate pathways.
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![The expression of lineage-affiliated cytokine receptors by hematopoietic stem cells and the lineage instructive cytokines. Hematopietic stem cells (HSCs) express the receptors (R) for thrombopoietin (Tpo), erythropoietin (Epo), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF). Epo commits HSCs and multipotent HPCs to erythropoiesis. M-CSF instructs myeloid fate in HSCs and macrophage fate in granulocyte/macrophage progenitors. G-CSF and granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) provoke the generation of neutrophils from granulocyte/macrophage progenitors. TpoR, thrombopoietin receptor; G-CSFR, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor receptor; M-CSFR, macrophage colony-stimulating factor receptor.](ijms-21-02362-g001){#ijms-21-02362-f001}

![A continuum and niche model of the fate of hematopoietic stem cells. Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) choose directly from all of the available fates and are primed towards a cell lineage by virtue of a low level of expression of the receptor for a lineage-affiliated cytokine, for example, the receptor for macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSFR). The provision of, for example, macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF), bound to proximal cells and/or the extracellular matrix, positively autoregulates expression of the receptor to enforce development along the 'chosen' pathway.](ijms-21-02362-g002){#ijms-21-02362-f002}
